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Sobernheim Brace Classification according to functional pattern 

Lenke 1A,2
King IV; 
Schroth T-Type(primary curve is 
thoracic) (T re H li);
SRS single long thoracic;
Rigo A1, A2, A3

Lenke 1,2; 
King III,V; 
Schroth T-Type(primary curve is 
thoracic) (T re L li);
SRS single thoracic only, with 
compensatory, nonstructural or 
minor lumbar;
Rigo A1,A2,A3,C1,C2

Lenke 4,5,6; 
King I,II; 
Schroth L-Type(primary curve is 
lumbar) HT, L T;(L li HT re);
SRS thoracic and lumbar double, 
thoracic and thoracolumbar 
double, thoracolumbar major and 
thoracic minor;
Rigo B1,B2

Lenke 1,2,3,4 A; 
King III,V
Schroth T-Type(primary curve is 
thoracal) T S, T HS; (T re S li);
SRS single thoracic with upper 
thoracic, double thoracic;
Rigo D

Lenke V
Schroth L H KT(+,-); (L li H re)
SRS single lumbar, single 
thoracolumbar;
Rigo E1,E2

Clinical characteristics  
-    Trunk shifted toward the T-side 

- Rib Hump on the T-side, Weak Side on the L-side 

- Pelvis is balanced, may be rotated  

- Weight bearing on the T-side 

- Optional  Lumbar Prominence and Weak Point          T  L 

Radiological characteristics 

- Primary curve thoracic 

- Secondary lumbar curve may be present;   

- Thoracolumbar transition is shifted toward T-side 

- T1 is either centred or shifted toward T-side 

- L4 is either horizontal, or along with L5, slightly tilted toward T-side. 

Clinical characteristics 
- Trunk shifted toward the L-side 
- Pelvis shifted toward and Prominent Hip on the T-side  

- Pelvis rotated dorsally on the T-side 

- Iliac crest elevated on the T-side 

- Weight bearing on  L-side 

- Lumbar Prominence  and Weak Point 

- Thorax appears symmetrical in frontal, transverse plane, optional in sagittal 
plane       

Radiological characteristics: 
- Lumbar or thoracolumbar scoliosis with symmetrical thoracic area 

- L4 (L3) tilted toward the L-side, transition to L5 (L4) wedge-shaped 

- Thoracolumbar transition and T1 shifted toward L-side 

- Sagittal plane: thoracic area > 40°  KT+, < 20°  KT-, normal  KT                                         
lordosis reduced in thoracolumbar/lumbar apical area 

Thorax symmetrical in the  a-p projection 

Clinical characteristics 
- Trunk slightly shifted toward the T-side 

- Rib Hump on the T-side, Shoulder Hump on the L-side 

- Pelvis is balanced, variable rotation                    T  S 

- Pelvis shifted toward the L-side, Prominent Hip also on this side   T  HS 

- Weight bearing on the T-side 

- Shoulder prominent on the L-side (Shoulder Hump) 
                                                                     

Radiological characteristics 
- Primary curve thoracic additional pronounced structural cervicothoracic 

curve  

- Thoracolumbar transition is shifted toward T-side 

- T1 is either centered or shifted toward L-side 

- L4 is either horizontal, or along with L5, slightly tilted toward T-side. 

Clinical characteristics  
- Trunk shift and weight bearing on the L-side 
- Pelvis centered, iliac crest slightly elevated on the T-side  

         
-     Rib Hump and Weak Side as usual                        L T 

- Pelvis shift toward and Prominent Hip on the T-side    L  HT 

- Pelvis rotated dorsally on the T-side             

- Weight bearing on the L-side 

- Cases with an additional Shoulder Hump     L T S, L HT brace: S 2, S 3 

Radiological characteristics 
- Proper or improper double-major scoliosis 
- L4 tilted toward L-side, transition to L5 often wedge- shaped (in case of thoracolumbar 

curve, L3/4 transition is wedge-shaped) 

- Thoracolumbar transition shifted toward the L-side 

- T1 centred or shifted toward the L-side  

- Special cases could present an additional pronounced cervico-thoracic curve (L T S, L HT 
S) 

Clinical characteristics 
- Trunk shifted toward thoracic convex side (T-side) 
- Conspicuous Rib Hump on the T-side and a Weak Side on the thoracic 

concave side (L-side) 

- Pelvis shifted toward the L-side, Prominent Hip also on this side 

- Iliac crest higher and pelvis may be rotated dorsally on the L-side 

- Weight bearing on the T-side 

- Long thoracic curve, small or absent lumbar curve 

 
Radiological characteristics  

-    Primary curve thoracic 

- Thoracolumbar transition and T1 are shifted toward the T-side 

- L4 is either tilted toward the T-side or is horizontal 

- Iliac crest is higher on the L-side  
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